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ABSTRACT
The lifetimes of a large number of excited states in 
the Group II and Group III atoms have been measured. Among 
these states are the 5s5p3Pj metastable state of Sr and the 
lowest 3Sj state of Mg, Ca, and Sr. Also measured were the
lifetimes of the lowest 2Sa states of Al, Ga, In and Tl, and
"2
the lifetimes of several andXD2 states of Ca. The ex­
cited states were populated by one- and two-step dye laser 
excitation, and the lifetimes determined by direct observa­
tion of the subsequent resonance or branching fluorescence. 
The results obtained for states in the triplet series of 
the Group II atoms are: t {Sr 3P ) =(21.0 ± 1.0)ysec,
r{Mg 3Sl) = (9.7 ± 0.5) nsec, t(Ca 3S1)= ( 11.7 ± 0.6) nsec, 




The recent accessibility of short-pulse,tunable dye- 
lasers and fast oscilloscopes has allowed the direct deter­
mination of lifetimes of highly excited states in atoms and 
ions. The precision of these experiments is comparable to 
that obtained in level-crossing experiments, which usually 
give the best results for lifetimes of states connected 
directly to the ground state.
Lifetime values that are convertible to oscillator 
strengths have important astrophysical applications1, being 
useful for determinations of the relative abundances of ele­
ments in stellar atmospheres. Even when branching precludes 
the conversion of a lifetime value into an oscillator strength, 
the measured lifetime can be used to check oscillator strength 
calculations, since the reciprocal of the lifetime is propor­
tional to the sum of the oscillator strengths for transitions 
out of the level under study.
A number of workers have made use of the short pulses 
produced by N 2 -pumped dye-lasers to perform a variety of ex­
periments, including lifetime measurements, on highly excited 
states in the alkali atoms2-1* and in iron. 5 In these experi­
ments the excited state of interest was selectively populated 
by pulsed laser radiation, and the subsequent resonance or 
branching fluorescence monitored to determine the lifetime of 
the state.
1
2In this thesis, experiments performed to measure a 
large number of excited-state lifetimes in the Group II and 
Group III atoms are described, and the results of these ex­
periments presented. Among the states whose lifetime was 
measured are the lowest '’Sj state of Ca, Mg, and Sr; the 
lowest 2Sig state of Al, Ga, In, and Tl; and several doubly 
excited S and D states in the singlet series of Ca. Also 
included are results from experiments measuring the lifetime 
of the 3Pt metastable state of Sr and the rate of collisional 
redistribution, by various inert gases, of population within 
the 3P multiplet of Sr.
In all of these experiments, the excited levels were 
populated by one- or two-step dye-laser excitation and the 
lifetime determined by simply observing the decay of the 
fluorescence emitted from the excited states. All of the 
states studied, except the Sr 3Pt metastable state, decay by 
electric dipole transitions to lower levels, and thus have 
lifetimes on the order of 10 nsec. The Sr 3P1 state decays 
by a spin-forbidden (AS = 1) electric dipole transition to
the Sr 3S ground state, and has a lifetime of about 21 ysec.0
The direct method of measuring lifetimes used here 
has certain advantages over other techniques used to deter­
mine oscillator strengths and lifetimes of highly excited 
states. In particular, the measurements are not complicated 
by repopulation of the excited state by radiative cascade, 
as is the case with some beam-foil and electron bombardment 
experiments. Also, results obtained from emission and
3anomalous dispersion experiments have a strong dependence on 
the metal vapor density, which is not usually the case for 
the direct methods. Results from anomalous dispersion, or 
hook method, measurements often suffer the added disadvan­
tage of having to be normalized to independently determined 
lifetime data.
The principal disadvantage of the direct method, as 
used here, is the effect that the finite response time of 
the electronic detection system could have on the measured 
lifetimes. The measurements on the 4.7 nsec lifetime Ca 
1P1 +--*■ 1S(J principal line yielded the shortest lifetime value 
determined here. Evidently, to directly determine lifetimes 
from signals this short requires a detection system with a 
response time fast compared to 4,7 nsec. As will be dis­
cussed in detail later in this thesis, the detection elec­
tronics used in these experiments did reasonably satisfy 
this criterion, having a response time in the 1.2 - 1.5 nsec 
range.
Before proceeding to a detailed description of the 
experiments and to the results of the experiments, the theo­
retical ideas behind the measurements will be discussed.
In particular, the theory of electric dipole and spin-forbid­
den electric dipole transitions will be outlined, and a 
theoretical expression for the fluorescence signal expected 
in the experiments will be derived. As the observed Sr 3Pi 
state lifetime depends on the relative populations of the 
various 3P fine structure levels (in thermal equilibrium), 
expressions for these quantities will also be obtained.
4CHAPTER II
THEORY
2.1 ELECTRIC DIPOLE TRANSITIONS
Most of the states whose lifetime was measured decay
by electric dipole (ED) transitions to lower lying energy 
levels. These transitions, which have rates on the order of 
108/sec, produce the most intense optical lines observed in 
atomic spectra. The spontaneous decay rate, in the electric 
dipole approximation, from a state jYo> to a lower state 
|Yk > is given by 6
resonant frequency of the IYo *^ Iy^ > transition, and eR 
is the total electric dipole moment of the atom. This ex­
pression for R^ includes the contributions from both polari­
zations of the emitted light and is the total rate integrated 
over all propagation directions of the emitted radiation.
Since, for the most part, we are considering optical 
transitions in light atoms, a suitable representation for 
|Yo > and | Yk > is | TLSJM >, where r labels the electronic con­
figuration of the valence electrons. In this representation, 
the rate Rk vanishes unless certain conditions on the changes 
in J, M, L, and S during the transition are made. These
(1)
Here a is the fine structure constant, w. is the
5selection rules are that A J =  (0,±1), A L =  (0, ± 1), AM = 
(0,11), and As = 0. A further requirement (independent of 
representation) is that, as R is an odd operator, the wave 
function parity must change in the transition.
|Yjc> (k = 1, N) , as is usually the case, the must be summed 
over all lower levels. The total observed rate is thus
The lifetime of the state |y <> > is the mean time an electron 
spends in that state, given by
Thus the lifetime of a state is the reciprocal of the total 
rate out of that state.
vanishes unless = S 0 (AS = 0). This means that, in this 
approximation, R itself is zero if AS = 1 and |yd > decays 
to only one lower level. However, these intercombination 
transitions, where AS = 1, are observed in the spectrum of 
many atoms. For example, the JPX -*■ 1S() transitions are ob­
served with moderate rates (102 - lO^/sec) in the alkaline 
earth atoms.
Now, if |Yo > decays to a number of lower levels
(2 )
(3)
The contribution, R^ ., to R in the above expression
6These spin forbidden transitions occur because the 
IT JMLS> states are not strictly eigenstates of the total 
atomic Hamiltonian. In particular, the spin-orbit inter­
action Hamiltonian is not diagonal (for atoms with more than 
one electron) in this set of states. As L and S separately 
do not commute with H , they are no longer good quantum
S  • O  •
numbers, although (as H is small) they are still approxi-
5  • O  •
mately good quantum numbers. What breaks down is our char­
acterization of the electron wavefunctions by precise values 
of L and S. What one needs to obtain an expression for the 
(spin-forbidden) transition rate is the first correction to 
the |TJMLS> states. This correction is calculated by sta­
tionary state perturbation theory, and is given by
is the spin-orbit interaction Hamiltonian and E
the energy of the k*'*1 unperturbed eigenstate. H includes
S  • O  •
the spin-own-orbit, spin-other-orbits, and spin-spin inter­
action terms, expressions for which can be found in Mizushi- 
maB. The sum extends over all bound and continuum states of 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian, but usually only a few terms 
contribute significantly 9 to | ¥ ^ > .
The mixing of |TJMLS > states by H is illustrated
5 * 0 *
by the calculations of Nussbaumer1 0 on the 2s2p3Pi*>2s2 1S() 
intercombination transition in CIII. He shows that only five 
|TJMLS> states contribute significantly to the expansions of
7the new 1S0 and 3Pi wave function s. The expansion of (1 S 0)
contains contributions from several 3P states of the unper­
turbed Hamiltonian (Hq), while the expansion of (3Px) con­
tains significant contributions from 3P terms of Hq. Because 
of this mixing of singlet and triplet terms, the matrix ele­
ments of the dipole operator will be nonzero between the 
new wavefunctions, yielding a nonzero decay rate for the 
's,, 3Pi transition.
The spin-orbit mixing is thus sufficient to account 
for observations of intercombination lines in the Group II 
atoms (which have the same outer shell structure as CIII).
A number of workers11”13 have used this approach to obtain 
alkaline earth 3Pj -* 1SQ transition rates which are in moder­
ate agreement with experimental values. However, Luc-Koenig11 
has shown that, in the case of Sr, other relativistic effects 
must be taken into account to yield good agreement with ex­
perimental values for the 3PX state lifetimes.
2.2 FLUORESCENCE SIGNALS
If the time dependence of the resonant laser light 
populating a multilevel system is known, the time behavior 
of the various levels of the system can be derived. In this 
section an expression for the fluorescence signal arising 
from the Sr 3S, ■* 3P 2 i o transitions is derived, and the
1 9 9
result compared to an actual fluorescence signal obtained in 
the course of the lifetime measurements.
8The relevant Sr energy levels are shown in Figure 1. 
The resonant laser was tuned to the 3Pj 3SX transition 
wavelength, and the branching fluorescence corresponding to 
the 3SX + 3P2 transition detected to obtain the fluorescence 
signal. By observing the branching fluorescence, complica­
tions due to scattered laser light in comparing the calcu­
lated signal to the observed signal were avoided.
The time dependence of the laser pulse, L(t), deter­
mined experimentally to be nearly triangular with a base of 
about ten nsec, was
L(t') = \ |  (><>-£) 5£t <\0 (5)
o t > \ D  .
Here 10/S is a constant related to the beam intensity. The 
time, t, is in nsec. Using this expression for L(t), the 
rate equations for the populations of the 3SJ state are
M  =. _ r N  + o £ t c 5 ,
AR - _rM + 5 ^ t A \ 0 ,
$ = - r N  t  >  t o .
(6)
In these equations T is the natural decay rate of 
the 3St level and n is the population of the metastable 3P: 









stimulated emission and depopulation of the 3Pt state have
been ignored. The principal motivation for these approxima­
tions is that most of the signals observed were linear in 
the laser power, implying that processes non-linear in I0 
are small. With the initial condition that N{0) = 0, the 
solution to these equations is
drawn as the solid curve, compares with the actual fluores­
cence signal arising from the -* 3P2 transition in Sr. A
least squares fit to the data points (open circles) for 
t - 10 nsec with I0n/T2 and r as parameters yielded 134.4 
and 0.081/nsec for these quantities. The excellent agreement 
obtained over the entire range of the signal justifies the 
assumptions made in the model and shows that the entire fluo­
rescence signal observed is reasonably well understood.
2.3 THERMAL MIXING OF THE SR 3P MULTIPLET
(2,1,0) allowed for this L = 1, S = 1 level. Furthermore, 
as seen in Table 1, these fine structure levels are separated 
in energy by considerably less than the average thermal 
energy, 3/2 kT.
(7)
Figure 2 shows how the calculated expression for N(t),
The 3P metastable state of Sr has three fine struc­
ture components corresponding to the different values of |j|
12
FIGURE 2
CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL SIGNALS FOR 
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SR 3P FINE-STRUCTURE LEVELS
AE AE AE 3/2 kT ( @ 7 20 °K )2 1 Z 0 1 0
394.2 581.0 186.8 752.8
In the experiments involving the Sr 3P levels, vari­
ous inert buffer gases were used to inhibit diffusion of the 
metastable atoms out of the interaction region. The buffer 
gas atoms, having thermal energies larger than the fine struc­
ture separations of the 3P levels, mixed the 3P levelsZ , i f u
by inelastic collisions with excited Sr atoms. In this sec­
tion an expression will be derived for the expected 3Pj-> 
fluorescence signal for the case where the collision rate is 
so high that the populations of the 3P levels are in thermal 
equilibrium. An approximation to the case where the rate is 
sufficiently low that the mixing rate into, and out of, the 
3PX level is linear in the buffer gas density is presented 
in Appendix III.
When the mixing rate between the various 3P fine 
structure components is very fast compared to the rate that 
the 3Pj level decays to the ground state, the levels will be 
driven into thermal equilibrium. This means that the rela­
tive population of the various levels will depend only on the
degeneracies (g^ ) of the levels and on the Boltzmann factor, 
e-AE/kT.
In particular, if nu, nj and n2 are the populations 
of the 3PQ , 3Pi and 3P2 levels and if the energy separations 
of the levels are
A t i ,  = E.(’ P ^  - , (8>
<9>
then
ru _ q, -aW kt
^  -  i -  e d o
and
Ik - -AfVKT 
^  ~ ■ a i )
If we define N0 to be the total population of the 3P state, 
then the relative populations are
16
These expressions for the relative populations are plotted 
vs. temperature in Figure 3.
3P2 and 3Pa -*■ transitions to the Sr lSQ ground
state, the 3P0 -* 3S? transition being strictly forbidden. 
However, as the electric quadrupole (AJ = 2) 3P2 ■* !S0 
transition decays with a rate about 10”6 times that of the 
electric dipole 3Pj -*■ ^g transition13, the 3P system will 
decay primarily via the 3P1 -*■ 1S(j transition. The rate 
equation for N0(t) is thus
With the condition that No(0) = N, the solution to this equa­
tion is
Now, the 3P system can decay by the spin forbidden







The temperature dependent factor 6(T), which makes the observed
FIGURE 3 
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lifetime B/Yj > longer than the natural lifetime 1/Yj/ is 
plotted vs. temperature in Figure 4. This lengthening of 
the natural lifetime was taken into account in analyzing the 
results of the lifetime measurements on the Sr 3PX state.
FIGURE 4











Because of the great disparity in decay rates between 
electric-dipole and spin-forbidden electric dipole transitions, 
different experimental set-ups were used for each of the 
groups of measurements. The fast (^108/sec) decay rate of 
ED transitions requires short excitation pulses and fast 
detection electronics, while the small ('vIOVsec) decay rate 
typical of spin-forbidden transitions requires more powerful 
light sources and higher signal detection efficiency. Figure 
5 shows schematically the experimental apparatus used for the 
short-lifetime measurements requiring two-step excitation.
The apparatus used for lifetime measurements requiring only 
one-step excitation is schematically shown in Figure 6. This 
figure applies to both the long-lived and the short-lived 
state measurements, although the specific instruments used in 
each of these cases were different.
3.2 APPARATUS FOR SHORT-LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
3.2.1 Lasers
An AVCO C950-B, N^-laser provided the 10 mJ, 10 nsec 
pumping radiation for the dye lasers used in these experiments. 
When step-wise excitation was required, the mirror of the
FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
APPARATUS USED IN LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS 
REQUIRING ONE-STEP EXCITATION












N2-laser was removed to permit the simultaneous pumping of 
two dye-lasers. Otherwise, the mirror was left on in order 
to provide more pumping light intensity for the one dye laser. 
To produce collinear laser beams for the two-step excita­
tions, several broad band mirrors and a beam-splitting mirror 
were used, as shown in Figure 5. The collinear beams were 
focused into the interaction region by a long-focal length 
lens.
Each dye laser consisted of a static dye cell, a beam 
expander, diffraction grating, and an output mirror. No pre­
cise measurements of laser bandwidth or output power were
O
made, but the bandwidth of the lasers was estimated to be 1 A 
and the 4-10 nsec dye laser pulses had estimated typical 
energies of 10 mj in the interaction region. Because a dif­
fraction grating was used to set the laser wavelength, the 
output beam of each dye-laser was linearly polarized. A 
schematic diagram of a dye-laser as used in these experiments 
is shown in Figure 7.
A variety of laser dyes was used to provide optical
© o
dye laser radiation in the 3 500 A - 7 500 A range. The rele­
vant information on these dyes11,-1 5 is summarized in Table 2.
3.2.2 Photomultiplier Tube
The fluorescence signals were detected by an RCA 8645 
photomultiplier tube, which has an S-20 cathode and a nominal 
rise time of 1.2 nsec. These two characteristics of the tube 
made it nearly ideal for detecting visible and near visible
28
FIGURE 7












LASER DYES (3500 A - 7500 A)
LASER DYE________________WAVELENTH_________________ SOLVENT
PBD 3600 - 3 900 toluene
POPOP-bis 4120 - 4300 toluene
7-Diethylamino-4- 4400 - 4900 ethanol
methylcoumarin
Rhodamine 6G 5650 - 62 50 ethanol
Rhodamine B 5900 - 6500 ethanol
Oxazine-l-perchlorate 7 050 - 7500 ethanol
+ Rhodamine 6G









fluorescence signals with short decay times. The PMT output 
impedence was about 550 1 6, well matched to the 500 input im- 
pedence of the amplifier of the oscilloscope used to display 
the signals. Power was supplied to the PMT by a Harrison 
6515A DC power supply operated at about 1800 V. All of the 
electronic detection equipment was well shielded from elec­
trical noise.
The fluorescence signal of interest was selected by 
narrow-band interference filters1' placed in front of the PMT.
O
These 50 A bandwidth filters eliminated unwanted cascading 
fluorescence and prevented saturation of the PMT by glow from 
the hot oven or by stray light. Occasionally a %-meter Ebert 
spectrometer was used in place of interference filters to 
selectively observe the cascading or direct fluorescence spec-
O
trum. The spectrometer had a bandwidth of about 10 A.
3.2.3 Oscilloscope and Camera
The PMT output signals were displayed and photograph­
ically recorded on a Tektronix 7903 oscilloscope, the ampli­
fier of which had a 500 MHz bandwidth and a 50f2 input impe­
dence. A coaxial lead, which was short to minimize possible 
RC stretching of the signals, connected the PMT output to 
the amplifier. The oscilloscope's time base was calibrated 
with a General Radio 1164A frequency synthesizer.
A Tektronix C-51 camera was used to record the oscil­
loscope trace of the fluorescence decay signals. The camera 
was equipped with an electronic shutter, an f/1.2 lens system
32
with a magnification of 0.5, and an adjustable aperture. To
avoid difficulties in timing the signal to the opening of the
camera shutter, the oscilloscope was swept and the electronic 
shutter opened synchronously by an external trigger pulse 
generated by the N 2-laser power supply. This trigger pulse 
was delayed 20 - 25 nsec by an AD-YU Type 801C variable delay 
line to properly time the oscilloscope sweep with the PMT 
output signal.
Because of the short decay time of the transient sig­
nals, photographs were taken with the very fast Type 410
Polarscope Land roll film10, which has an ASA rating of 10,000. 
It was found that film with a lower ASA rating (Polaroid Type 
47, 3000 ASA) did not respond to the trace sufficiently fast 
to record the signal.
3.2.4 Sample Cell
The quartz sample cells used to contain the metal 
vapor were specially designed to minimize scattering of laser 
radiation into the PMT. As shown in Figure 8, the entrance 
and exit windows were cut at Brewster’s angle. This minimized 
scattering of the linearly polarized laser light from the 
window surfaces. Two brass stops located just inside the 
front window further reduced the level of scattered laser 
light reaching the PMT. Even so, some laser light scattered 
by imperfections in the quartz or Pyrex windows was light- 
piped to the PMT. The effect that this might have had on 
the lifetime measurements is discussed in Chapter IV.
FIGURE 8




A diagram of the fluorescence sample cell with rele­
vant dimensions is presented in Figure 8. The cell was a 
quartz fluorescence cell lined with tantalum foil.20 The Ta 
foil liner prevented reaction of the metal vapor with the hot 
quartz walls. Windows were of Pyrex or of quartz and were 
attached to the cell by Torr Seal, a low vapor-pressure epoxy.
The interaction region of the cell was surrounded by 
a well-insulated firebrick oven, as indicated in Figure 5.
The oven contained a small heater coil carrying typically 10A 
(AC), which was capable of heating the oven to above 1000°C.
The temperature was monitored by a Platinum-Rhodium thermo­
couple in conjunction with a 151RKeithley null detector and 
a HP 5245L electronic counter. One junction of the thermo­
couple was in direct contact with the cell while the other, 
located outside the oven, was at room temperature (^22°C).
Prior to being baked out, each cell was rinsed with 
benzene and then acetone. This removed any oil that might have been 
on the inner surface of the cell. Each cell was then washed 
out with a 10% HF solution and distilled water to remove any 
additional material which might have been trapped in the cell.
Each cell was connected to an oil-free, vacuum-gas 
handling system and was baked out at 900 - 950°C until the 
background pressure was in the 10”7 - 10”b Torr range. The 
cell was then cooled and opened to air, metal21 was introduced, 
and the cell was reconnected to the vacuum system. To prevent 
metal vapor from condensing on the cell windows, a buffer gas 
was admitted to the cell. The cell was then heated to 850 -
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to the {j' state.
/-. h x J0"‘- molar solution of Cresyl Violet Perchlo- 
rat <- and ethanol was used in the dye laser to produce laser 
/.idiot j on at the 0893 J j; » :p( transition wavelength. The 
dye Janer output wavelength was determined with a ‘^-meter,
Jarr <• J i -A:th spectrophotometer , which had been calibrated 
with an electrode less, r.f. Sr lamp.
J .1.2 Detect j on Electron ics
An J<CA 7102 photomultiplier (S-l cathode), in conjunc­
tion with a narrowband interference filter centered at 6893 > 
°
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was used to detect the 3Pj + 1Sa resonance fluorescence. The
O
50 A bandwidth filter prevented saturation of the PMT by 
glow from the hot oven and eliminated stray light. As shown 
in Figure 6, two optical stops and a long focal length lens 
were used to create a spatially well’-defined laser beam, 
thus minimizing scattering of laser radiation into the PMT. 
Power was supplied to the tube by a Harrison 6515A DC power 
supply operated at 1500 V.
The PMT output was displayed and recorded on a Tek­
tronix 549 storage oscilloscope, which had an input impedence 
of about 1 kft. The time base was calibrated with a General 
Radio 1164-A frequency synthesizer. The long-lived phosphor 
and fine-lined graticule of this oscilloscope allowed a sig­
nal to be stored and accurately recorded directly from the 
oscilloscope screen. Lifetimes deduced from data taken in 
this manner were reproducible (from signal to signal) to 
better than 10%.
3.3.3 Sample Cell
A schematic diagram of the sample cell, with relevant 
dimensions, is shown in Figure 9. The cell was a quartz fluo­
rescence cell lined with Ta foil, which prevented reaction 
of the Sr metal vapor with the hot quartz walls. The windows 
were quartz, and were blown onto the cell after it had been 
lined with Ta. The cell was chemically cleaned in the same 
manner as those used for short-lifetime measurements.
FIGURE 9
SAMPLE CELL USED IN THE LONG-LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
o
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The apparatus used to measure the temperature and 
the construction of the oven and heater are the same as des­
cribed in Section 3.2.4.
The cell was connected to a vacuum-gas handling sys­
tem and was baked out at 100Q°C until the background pressure 
was ^9 x 10“a Torr. The cell was then cooled and opened to 
air, Sr metal was introduced and the cell was reconnected to 
the vacuum system. A research grade22 buffer gas (Ar) was 
introduced to prevent diffusion of Sr vapor to the cell win­
dows and the cell was heated to ^9 00°C, well above the Sr 
melting point. The cell was then cooled and the contaminated 






The lifetime measurements described in this thesis 
were made by direct observation of the decay of the fluores­
cence emitted from laser-excited states. In this chapter I 
will describe how optimum fluorescence signals were obtained, 
and how data was acquired and analyzed. The results of the 
lifetime measurements, along with a discussion of the errors, 
will also be presented.
4.2 SHORT-LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
The dye lasers were set to the appropriate transi­
tion wavelengths by monitoring the laser output with a \- 
meter spectrophotometer. This was a sufficiently reliable 
method that fluorescence signals were usually obtained upon 
simply heating the oven until a suitable density of metal 
atoms was produced in the cell. For the one-step
excitations, the laser was then tuned to resonance by maxi­
mizing the fluorescence from the excited state. For levels 
populated by step-wise excitation, the fluorescence from the 
lower, and then from the upper, excited state was maximized 
by tuning the appropriate dye laser. Further tuning of 
either dye-laser usually resulted in a decrease in fluores­
cence intensity frcm the upper level, indicating that the
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excitation was doubly resonant. A photomultiplier tube- 
interference filter combination at right angles to the ex­
citing laser beam directly viewed the fluorescence from the 
interaction region. For convenience, the Tektronix storage 
oscilloscope was used to display signals while the lasers 
were tuned to resonance. All lifetime data, however, was 
recorded with the fast oscilloscope.
The 3S level of Ca, Mg, or Sr was populated by two-
step excitation via the metastable 3Pj level of that atom,
while the excited S and D states in the Ca singlet series
were populated by two-step excitation via the 4s4p1P1 level.
Populating the lowest 2S1 state of Al, Ga, In, and T1 re­'s
quired only one-step excitation out of the 2Pn atomic ground
%
state. All these excitation paths, and the transitions by 
which fluorescence was observed are indicated in Figures 10- 
12.
After the laser wavelengths were set, the sample cell 
was heated to produce a density of metal atoms suitable for 
obtaining fluorescence signals. For the measurements on the 
principal line of the Group III atoms, a ground state atom 
density in the 10”7 - 10”6 Torr range produced excellent sig­
nals that were not radiation trapped. Measurements on the Ca 
and 1D2 levels required ground state densities in the 
10“4 - 1Q“3 Torr range, while those made in the Ca, Mg, or Sr 
triplet series required a density on the order of 1 Torr for 
Mg and 10”3 Torr for Sr and Ca. These higher metal atom den­




TRIPLET SERIES ENERGY 
OF CA, MG, AND SR
s, -P2 -p, -P0 -
Atom Xp X0 X, X2 
Mg 4572 5169 5174 5185 
Ca 6573 6104 6122 6162 
Sr 6892 6791 6878 7070
FIGURE 11
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the difficult-to-excite 3Pj metastable state. Operating 
temperatures ranged from ,v320oC for measurements on the Ca
4s4p1P, state to rL'lQ00°C for those on the 3s2 4szSi state of
-2
Al.
Lifetime data was acquired from photographs of the 
oscilloscope trace of the exponential decay of the fluores­
cence emitted from the excited states. A result for each 
photograph was determined by plotting the signal amplitude 
semilogarithmically as a function of time out three lifetimes, 
starting at about t = 15 nsec. The portion of the signal 
used to obtain the plots is indicated in Figure 13, which is
data from a typical Ga 2Si + 2P3 fluorescence signal. An
"2 "2
estimate of the slope of the straight line portion of this 
curve yielded each photograph's lifetime value.
For measurements of the lifetime of the 3S state of 
Mg, Ca, and Sr, and of the ZS1 state of Al, Ga, In, and Tl,
45 - 60 such photographs were taken in a final data run. All 
other lifetime values were obtained from a final data run 
of typically 25 photographs. The final data run was carried 
out only after checks for a number of possible systematic 
effects on the lifetime were made. The checks for systematic 
errors are discussed in detail in the next section.
4.3 SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
There are a number of possible sources of systematic 
error to be considered in the measurements. Collisional 
quenching and mixing of the levels under study, radiation
FIGURE 13
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trapping and stimulated emission are all possible sources of 
systematic error. Signal distortion due to photomultiplier 
saturation, nonlinearities in the PMT response, and signal 
distortion due to an insufficiently fast PMT-oscilloscope 
response time are possible important sources of instrument- 
induced error which much be considered.
Except for in the Ca 4s4p1PJ state lifetime measure­
ments, no lengthening of the short lifetimes by radiation 
trapping was observed. By decreasing the metal vapor den­
sity until no change in the *P lifetime was observed, radia­
tion trapping was eliminated as a source of systematic error 
in this measurement. The Ca vapor density could be varied 
over a factor of two wirh*no change in the observed lifetime.
For the Al measurements, the metal vapor density 
could be increased an order of magnitude above the density 
at which we were just able to measure lifetimes with no in­
crease in the observed lifetime. For the Ga, In, and T1 
experiments the density could be increased a factor of thirty 
with no observable increase in the lifetime. It is because 
the 2 Si branches to both the 2P3 and 2P2 states that the
Group III 2Sj state lifetimes are not more sensitive to radia-
"2
tion trapping. Since the 2Pa, state, being far above the
"2
ground state, is virtually unpopulated at t = 0 , repopula­
tion of the 2Si state, and hence radiation trapping, can only 
take place out of the 2Pj, state.
For the measurements of the Ca *S and JD 2 state 
lifetimes, and for the Mg, Ca, and Sr aSr state lifetime
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measurements, the metal vapor density was varied over typi­
cally an order of magnitude with no change in the observed 
lifetime. This was expected, as the intermediate states 
(1P1 or 3P1) were only weakly populated relative to the 
ground state and, in the case of the JPj Ca level, decayed 
rapidly to the ground state.
For each of the measurements, checks were made to 
see if the observed lifetime depended on the intensity of the 
laser populating the upper state. Using neutral density fil­
ters, the laser intensity was varied over an order of magni­
tude with no change in the observed lifetime. No change in 
the lifetime was observed by varying the intensity of the 
laser populating the intermediate state over an order of mag­
nitude. For the two-step excitation measurements, this served 
as an added check on the effect of radiation trapping as, in 
this case, the degree of radiation trapping depends on the 
intermediate state density.
At the highest laser powers, evidence was seen of 
infrared Dicke superradiance2 3 ""2 6 from some of the 3SU and 
1D 2 Ca levels to nearby XP and XF 3 levels, resulting in a 
rapid depopulation of the excited state. Using the 3*;-meter 
spectrometer, the accompanying buildup of the 1P 1 or ^ 3  
level population was observed by tuning to the fluorescence 
signal from that state. The buildup exhibited a time delay 
which increased with decreasing laser power, and an amplitude 
which increased as the square of the laser intensity. These 
two effects are characteristic of Dicke superradiance23• 26.
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The superradiant depopulation of the state being studied did 
not interfere with the lifetime measurement, because the life­
time was measured using the exponential tail of the fluores­
cence signal,
Collisional quenching of the excited states by impur­
ity atoms or molecules can shorten the observed lifetime. As 
the amount of impurities driven from the cell walls increases 
roughly exponentially with cell temperature, it was expected 
that any quenching present would become very noticable as the 
temperature was increased. However, no shortening of the 
lifetime with increasing temperature was observed for any of 
the measurements, indicating that quenching by impurities was 
not a problem in these experiments. In the measurements on 
the Ca *P state, there was a possibility of quenching to 
the XSU ground state by Ca-Ca collisions. The cross-section 
for this process, as measured by Penkin and Shabanova27, is 
anomalously large, being about 2.9 x 10_ 1 2 cm2. However, no 
quenching of the XPX level was observed.
Because the measurements of the lowest 2S, state 
lifetime in the Group III atoms required low metal vapor 
densities, these measurements could be made in evacuated cells. 
Besides eliminating the perturbative effect that the presence 
of a buffer gas might have on the lifetime measurements, this 
allowed independent monitoring of the background pressure in 
the cells while runs were being made. Background pressures
6 *■* 5at operating temperatures were in the 10 - 10 Torr range,
well below pressures at which significant impurity quenching 
of the excited state would take place.
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In some of the lifetime measurements, an inert buffer 
gas (He, Kr, Xe) was used to inhibit diffusion of metal vapor 
atoms to the cell windows. For the measurements of the 3Sj 
state lifetime of Mg,Ca, and Sr, the presence of the inert 
gas was found to have no observable effect on the lifetime.
For the Mg 3Sj measurements, He (8 - 75 Torr) and Xe (0.5 - 
196 Torr) buffer gases were used, while for the Ca and Sr 
3Sj state lifetime measurements, Kr buffer gas was used. The 
Kr pressure in these experiments was varied from 1 to 12 Torr 
for Ca and from 1 to 99 Torr for Sr with no significant change 
in the observed lifetimes. The results for the Mg buffer gas 
pressure runs are presented in Figure 14, where each data 
point represents the arithmetic average of the results from 
4 - 5  photographs.
In the measurements in the Ca singlet series, evi­
dence was seen for collisional mixing of some of the and 
jD 2 levels with neighboring excited states. This mixing is 
caused by inelastic collisions between inert gas atoms and 
excited Ca atoms, and for lower mixing gas pressures usually 
results in a lengthening of the observed lifetime (See Appen­
dix I) .
For each of these lifetime measurements, a ^-meter 
spectrometer was used to scan, throughout the visible spec­
trum, for fluorescence from states populated by collisions 
with Kr buffer gas atoms. The states from which collisional 
mixing fluorescence was observed are presented in Table 3, 
along with the energy separation1 2 of these states and the
56
FIGURE 14




level whose lifetime was being measured. Those energy separa 
tions were invariably less than the average thermal energy
cm-1) of the colliding partners. During the diagnostic 
stage of the measurements, the Kr pressure was varied in the 
range 0.05 - 13 Torr. To eliminate the mixing as a source 
of error, the final data run for each of the Ca *s and JD 2 
states was always taken in an evacuated cell. The background 
pressure during the vacuum run was in the 10” 6 - 10~ 5 Torr 
range.
The Ca 4s6s1 So state lifetime measurement typifies 
the effects that inert gas-Ca atom inelastic collisions had 
on the lifetime measurements. From Table 3 it is seen that 
the 'S0 state mixes primarily with the 4s5d1D 2 and 4s4f 1 F3° 
levels. Since the D and F states have M-degeneracies of 5 
and 7, compared to 1 for the state, the S level can
potentially mix to a large number of final states. The 
helium and krypton buffer gas pressure dependence of the *S 
lifetime is presented in Figures 15 and 16. The strong He 
pressure dependence indicates that He gas is a good mixer. 
From Figure 7, it is seen that the observed lifetime as
a function of Kr gas pressure asymptotically approaches the 
"vacuum" value of 12.6 nsec. In fact, for P < 2.0 Torr Kr, 
no change in xwas observed, within the statistics of the 
measurements. This lack of mixing was borne out by the fact 
that no collisional fluorescence was seen in the ^-meter 
scans at these low Kr gas pressures.
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2 4p2 1 S a 29.4
4s5d JD 2 4s5d 3d 3 171.7
Because observation of the fluorescence signals was
usually at the same wavelength as the exciting laser pulse,
a large amount of laser light was scattered directly into the 
PMT. However, the measured lifetimes were unaffected by order- 
of-magnitude changes in laser intensities, indicating that 
fluorescence signal distortion due to PMT laser saturation was 
not a problem. Final data was always taken with fluorescence 
intensities well below the saturation level of the PMT.
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By directly observing the attenuated dye laser pulse 
shape for the shortest pulses, which were nearly triangular 
with a width of 4 nsec at the base, the minimum rise time of 
the PMT-oscilloscope detection system was 1.3 nsec, and the 
maximum decay time was 1.5 nsec. To see what effect these 
finite response times would have on the observed lifetimes 
each triangular laser pulse was assumed to be the response 
of the PMT-oscilloscope system to a delta function laser sig­
nal. This "worst-case" model is presented in Appendix II, 
where it is seen that the finite system response time has a 
negligible effect on lifetimes longer than about 7 nsec, and 
only a slight effect on lifetimes as short as 4.5 nsec. Thus 
only the Ca state lifetime and the Al and Ga 2 S^ . state
lifetimes would be significantly effected.
For the Ca JPj measurements, the maximum possible 
error due to the system's response time is about 0 , 2  nsec, 
while for the Al and Ga 2S, state measurements the maximum 
error is about 0.08 nsec. The effect on all the other life­
time measurements is even less and totally negligible. Thus 
any error due to the finite system response time is small 
compared to the estimated error, as quoted in Tables 4 - 6 .
4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {SHORT LIFETIMES)
The results of the measurements of short lifetimes 
of excited states in the Group II and Group III atoms are 
presented in Tables 4 - 6 ,  along with values obtained for 
the lifetimes by other workers. For each of our measured
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TABLE 4
LIFETIMES OF THE 3Sj STATES IN MG, CA AND SR
________Level Lifetime (nsec)_____
ATOM________THIS EXPT. OTHER EXPT . THEORY_____REF.
Magnesium 9.7 ±0.5 13.0 ± 1.0 29
10.0 ± 2.0 30




Calcium 11.7 ± 0.6 15.413.1 30
10.7 ± 1.0 35




Strontium 12.9 ±0.7 9.5±1.9 39
11.4 ± 2.3 30






LIFETIMES OF VARIOUS STATES IN THE
SINGLET SERIES OF CA
_______ Level Lifetime (nsec)
LEVEL__________ THIS EXPT._______OTHER EXPTS.__________REF
4s4d1D 80.2 ± 9.6
2
4p2 1D 14.9 ± 0.9 15.2 ± 2.3 30
C  2
14.8 ± 1.5 42
17.0 ± 1.5 42
4s5d1D 22.2 ± 1.3 25.0 ± 5.0 30z
28.0 ± 2.0 42
24.0 ± 3.0 42
4s6d*D 71.6 ± 5.0
2
4p21S 88.9 ± 3.0c o
4s6s1 Sfl 12.6 ± 0.8
4s7sJSfl 62.4 ± 4.3
4s8s1S(j 118.3 ± 6.3







LIFETIME OF THE LOWEST 2S2 STATE OF 
AL, GA, IN, AND TL
Level Lifetime (ns)
THIS EXPT. OTHER EXPT. METHOD THEORY REF
6 . 8 -f 0.3 Direct
6.94 + 0.35 Phase-shift 43
7.05 + 0.30 Phase-shift 44
6 . 2 + 0.4 Beam foil 45
6.4 + 0.4 Beam foil 45
6.35 46
7,0 ± 0.4 Direct
6 . 8 + 0.3 Level crossing 47
6.9 ± 0.5 Beam foil 48
7.6 ± 0.4 Phase-shift 49
6.34 46
7.4 ± 0.3 Direct
7.0 ± 0.3 Level crossing 47
7.5 ± 0.3 Phase-shift 49
8.5 ± 0 . 1 Phase-shift 50
6.46 46
7,8 ± 0.3 Direct
7,65 ± 0 . 2 Phase-shift 49
7.45 ± 0 , 2 Level crossing 47
7.61 ± 0.16 Level crossing 51
7.55 ± 0,08 Level crossing 52
6.98 46
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lifetimes, the quoted error is the standard deviation from 
the average obtained in the final data run.
Histograms of data taken in the final data run for 
the Tl 2S^ state and the Mg 3S state lifetime measurements are 
presented in Figure 17-18. The data are seen to fit gaus- 
sians quite well, which is typical of the measurements where 
a large number of data points were taken.
It is seen from Tables 4 and 5 that the lifetimes 
measured in these experiments are in general agreement with 
those obtained by other experimenters, but are more precise.
For most of the lifetimes measured in the Ca singlet series, 
(Table 5), no other experimental data exists. The results 
of the lifetime measurements in the Group III atoms, summar­
ized in Table 6 , are in excellent agreement with most existing 
data. The agreement between the results of these varied ex­
periments indicates that the recent relativistic calculations 
of Migdadek (1975) are too low,
4.5 SR 3PJ STATE MEASUREMENTS 
The flashlamp-pumped dye laser used to populate the
* ° i iP. state was set to the 6893 A P +-*■ S transition by ob- 
1 1 0
serving the laser output with a ?§-meter spectrophotometer.
This transition, along with transitions to other excited 
states in the Sr triplet series, is shown in Figure 10. To 
obtain a Sr vapor density suitable for observing fluorescence 
signals the Sr cell was heated to about 550°C, which corres­
ponds to a Sr vapor pressure of about 1.5 x 10- 2 Torr. The
FIGURE 17
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fluorescence signals thus obtained were optimized by tuning 
the laser wavelength until a maximum signal amplitude was 
obtained. Fluorescence signals were directly observed at 
right angles to the exciting laser beam by a PMT-interference 
filter combination. The signals were displayed on the Tek- 
rbnix storage oscilloscope, which had an input resistance of 
about 1 k£2 . Data were taken in the range 370 - 52 0°C, cor­
responding to a Sr vapor pressure range of 2 x 10-s to
6 .5 x 10“ 3 Torr.
Lifetime data was acquired directly from the stored 
oscilloscope trace of the fluorescence signal. A finely 
lined graticule made possible accurate recordings of the posi 
tion of a point on the oscilloscope trace. A result for each 
stored signal was obtained by plotting the signal amplitude 
semilogarithmically as a function of time out three lifetimes 
starting near t = 0. Data transcribed from the trace of a 
typical fluorescence signal is shown in Figure 19. As scat­
tered laser light on top of the fluorescence signal was only 
1 ysec long, it would show only as a spike at t = 0 on this 
time scale, and so has been omitted from Figure 19. The 
slope of the straight line semilog plot yielded each trace's 
lifetime value. About 25 such traces yielded the measured 
value for the Sr 3P state lifetime.
Before the final data run a number of checks for pos­
sible systematic effects on the 3PX state lifetime were made. 
These checks are discussed in detail in the next section.
FIGURE 19
DATA FROM A SR 3P1 STATE FLUORESCENCE SIGNAL
Time 
(nsec)













4.6 3Pj STATE-SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS
The major sources of possible systematic error in the 
measurements of the 3PX state lifetime are radiation trapping, 
quenching of metastable atoms by collisions with impurities 
or buffer gas atoms, and thermal redistribution, by inert 
gas atoms, of population among the 3P fine-structure levels. 
Photomultiplier saturation by blackbody radiation from the 
hot oven and by scattered laser radiation are also potential 
sources of systematic error which must be considered.
O
Radiation trapping of the 6 8 93 A fluorescence was 
eliminated as a source of error by decreasing the Sr vapor 
pressure until no dependence of the measured lifetime on the 
Sr vapor density was observed. The vapor pressure was varied 
from ^3 x 10“ 5 Torr to ^ 8  x 10~ 5 Torr with no change in the 
observed lifetime. Increasing the Sr density over an order
If
of magnitude to 7 x 10 Torr resulted in only a 7% change 
in the lifetime. The dependence of the 3PX state lifetime 
on the buffer gas pressure and Sr vapor density is shown in 
Figure 20. As discussed in Chapter II, the lifetime values 
given have been corrected for mixing to the 3P 0 and 3P 2 fine 
structure levels.
To prevent diffusion of Sr vapor to the cell windows, 
and to inhibit migration of Sr vapor from the interaction 
region to unlined regions of the cell, an inert buffer gas 
was used in the 3Pj state lifetime measurements. The gas, 
as discussed in Chapter II, has the effect of mixing, by
FIGURE 20 
STATE LIFETIME VS. HE PRESSURE
Sr Vapor Pressure
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inelastic collisions, the various fine-structure sublevels 
of the 3P multiplet, For the measurements made in He buffer 
gas, no gas pressure dependence of the observed lifetime 
(Figure 20) was seen, indicating that the fine-structure 
levels were in thermal equilibrium. This being the case, the 
observed decay rate can be converted to the natural decay 
rate by using appropriate values of S(T). For the non-radia­
tion trapped data, B(T) ranged from 2.198 to 2.212. Using 
these values for £3(T), the 3Pj state lifetime value was deter­
mined to be 21.0 ± 1.0 vi sec..
For inert gases other than He, a strong gas pressure 
dependence of the observed lifetime was found, which was at­
tributed to non-thermalized populations in the 3P 2 , 3Pj and 
3P„ levels. This was borne out by absorption monitoring of 
the population of the 3P fine-structure levels as a function 
of inert gas pressure. It was found that, upon excitation of 
the 3Pj level with the laser, the 3Pu and 3PZ level popula­
tions increased to some maximum in a time on the order of the 
natural decay time of the 3Pi state. This rise time must be 
very fast compared to the natural decay time if thermal equi­
librium is to be established among the various levels. With 
the addition of small amounts of He gas to the other gas al­
ready in the cell, the rise time was seen to go to a very 
short value, establishing that the He gas does indeed therma- 
lize the levels. The absorption monitoring technique used in 
these diagnostic measurements is described in detail by 
Wright et al.2 8.
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The pressure dependence of the observed fluorescence 
lifetime was studied in Kr and Xe inert gases. Insofar as 
the data taken in these measurements illustrates how strongly 
the observed lifetime is affected when there is a pressure 
dependence, some of it will be included here. In general, 
what was observed was a doubly exponential fluorescence decay 
whose decay rates depended on the inert gas pressure and 
on the inert gas. For high gas pressures, the doubly expo­
nential signal became a single exponential one with a decay 
time equal to the He gas thermal equilibrium value (at that 
temperature). For low gas pressures, the signal was clearly 
a double exponential, and both decay rates depended linearly 
on the gas pressure. These effects are illustrated in Figures 
21 and 22. The dependence of the smaller rate on temperature 
in Kr gas is shown in Figure 23.
These data can be understood in a general way by ap­
proximating the three level 3P multiplet by a two level system 
and solving the rate equations for this case. This model is 
presented in Appendix III, where it is seen that a linear gas 
pressure dependence of the two rates is expected at low pres­
sures. The temperature dependence in this model arises from 
an increase in impurity quenching at zero buffer gas pressure 
and from the increase of the relative velocities of the col­
liding partners as the cell temperature is increased. Unfor­
tunately, as the 3P multiplet is really a three level system 
with three independent mixing rates, no absolute values for 
the mixing rates can be derived from this data. The data
i
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thus serves principally to illustrate that the observation 
of no pressure dependence on He gas pressure is further evi­
dence that the Sr fine structure levels were in thermal equi­
librium for the measurements in that gas.
To eliminate possible saturation of the PMT by glow 
from the hot oven or from stray light, the fluorescence sig-
O
nals were viewed through a 50A bandwidth interference filter
O
centered at 6900A. Attenuation of the fluorescence signals 
with neutral density filters resulted in no change in the 
measured lifetime, eliminating PMT saturation by the fluores­
cence signals as a source of error in the experiment. No 
change in the observed lifetime was found when attenuating 
the laser with neutral density filters, eliminating stimulated 
emission and PMT saturation by laser light as sources of sys­
tematic error.
4.7 RESULTS (3P STATE)
The value obtained for the 3Pt state lifetime, along 
with a summary of the most recent experimental and theoretical 
values obtained by other workers for this lifetime, is pre­
sented in Table 7. The result for the 3PX lifetime of 
21.0 ± 1.0 ysec is in excellent agreement with the theoreti­




SUMMARY OF RECENT THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES 
FOR THE SR 3Pi LIFETIME
METHOD LIFETIME (usee) REF
Hook method 25 53
Emission Spectrum 16.4 (3) 54
Atomic Beam 74 (28) 55
Double Resonance 21 (3) 56
Double Resonance 6.4 (6) 57
Theory 19.9 58
Theory 14. 5 59
Laser Excitation 21 (1) This Expt
The value of 21.0 psec obtained in this experiment is a 
straight average of the non^radiation trapped data presented 
in Figure 11. A linear least squares fit to this data yielded 
a zero pressure intercept of 21.0 usee. The quoted error 
represents the standard deviation from the arithmetic average 
of the He buffer gas, low temperature data.
4.8 CONCLUSIONS
Lifetimes of a large number of states in the Group II 
and Group III atoms have been directly measured. These life­
times are summarized in Tables 4-7. For a number of these 
states no experimental lifetime data existed prior to these
89
measurements.Where other experimental data is available, 
general agreement is found among the results of the direct 
measurements and the results of the other experiments. 
However, the directly measured lifetimes are more precise 
and, as our quoted error represents an upper limit to pos­
sible systematic errors, probably more accurate.
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APPENDIX I
The rate equations for a two level system with mixing 
are given by
The rates in these equations are defined in Figure 24a. Tj 
and r2 are natural decay rates and y12 and y2l are mixing 
rates which depend linearly on the pressure of the inert 
mixing gas. Level 1 has degeneracy and level 2 has de­
generacy g 2 •
If level 1 is populated by a short laser pulse at 
t = 0, then the initial conditions are
With these conditions, the solution to the rate equa­
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In the usual case, Ti - r2 and Tt ,V2 >> yl2 , y2i- Thus, if we 
set Tj = r2= r/2, then a and f? become
<0 f V.-L A- Vll-v %.
(3 \ I '7z
From detailed balancing the ratio of the mixing rates 
is given by
h . : ^ i  E 'Z/* T
If mixing is to a highly degenerate final state, then 
g2 >> gL and (t) further reduces to
N,W = N„ e
As the mixing rates increase linearly in the pressure of the 
mixing gas, the observed decay rate r/2 + yx 2 + y21 will also
increase linearly in gas pressure. This behavior of the rate 
was observed in the example discussed in Chapter IV.
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APPENDIX II
The following is a calculation of the effect of the 
finite response time of the detection electronics on the ob­
served fluorescence decay time of the excited atoms.
If the response function of a system is k(t - t') 
and the input to the system N (t), then the Convolution Theorem 
states that the output signal will be
r t
5(1) = \KU-t')NU')W .
-
For the case at hand, N(t) is given approximately by equations 
(7) in Chapter II.
To obtain an estimate for k(t - t1), it was assumed 
that our shortest observed laser pulses were generated by a 
delta function input signal. This is a "worst case" calcula­
tion, in that the laser pulses certainly had some finite width. 
The shortest laser pulses were approximately triangular, and 
could be well represented by
r m \ . c \ -VT, -5(1) ■ s j e  - e 1 , (T, > .
Here SQ is a constant and tx and have the values
1.5 and 1,2, respectively. All time variables have units of 




where we have put, for convenience, SQ = 1.
Typical laser pulses used to populate excited states 
has widths of about 10 nsec at the base, which means that we 
want the solutions S(t) for t > 10 nsec. Using N(t) from 
Chapter II, S(t) is given by
A e -Vi-s + C e
-r-t
)
where the constants A, B, and C are
A 4- seoir 4-
c =  c M ' A ' 5 - r  " r
The quantities and C  ^are given by
C1 = 1 2e5 r
C2 1 - 2e5r + e1*T
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In the expression for S(t), the important thing is 
the amplitude of the first two terms compared to that of the 
last term. If the contribution to S{t) from these terms is 
negligible, then the system response time will have a negli­
gible effect on the observed lifetime. The approximate time 
(tQ) at which these terms contribute 4% to the total signal 
amplitude is listed in Table 8 for several values of F. Also 
included are values for the coefficients A, B, and C occuring 
in S (t). The value 4% is chosen because it is well below the 
error in estimating the amplitude of the fluorescence decay 
curve at any time. It should be noted that for times much 
longer than tQ, the contribution to the amplitude of the fluo­
rescence decay curve from the A and B terms in S(t} it totally 
negligible
TABLE 8
COEFFICIENTS OF THE CALCULATED SIGNAL, S(t)
t (nsec) T (1/nsec) 100A 100B 100C to (nsec<
4.5 0.222 392.4 -116.4 2.55 15
5.0 0.200 3Q8.4 -102.3 1.66 15
6.8 0.147 117.0 - 45.3 0.55 14
7.8 0.128 87.2 - 34.2 0.36 13
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APPENDIX III
If the buffer gas pressure is sufficiently low, or
the inelastic collision cross-section small, then the buffer 
gas-Sr atom collisions, will not thermalize the 3P levels, and 
the mixing rates among the various levels must be taken into 
account. The rate equations for a three level system can be 
written as
The rates in these equations are defined in Figure 24b. Note 
that mixing between the well separated (in energy ) 3P2 and
3P0 levels has been neglected. Assuming that N2 and N0 are 
equal requires that we set y2i = y0i and y = y10, in order 
that the rate equations be self consistent. With N 2= N 0= N, 
the equations become
The solution to these coupled equations is straight forward, 
and for Nj (t) is given by
^  = - V 0,N<, + Y , o N
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Ni (0) is the initial population in the 3P level and the rates 
a and 3 are given by
<1 ^  +-4, + /. 4 r ^ ,  
M  l z  I "V
For two body collisions the mixing rate 2 is given by
n  -  0, - W V C T
V 17-- No-^v -- j
where detailed balancing has been used to obtain the last 
expression. In these expressions, v is the magnitude of the 
relative velocity of the collision partners and crl2 (a21 ) 
is the mixing cross-section for the two levels.
Expanding a and 3 to the first order in the mixing 
rates yields for (t)
tiio) \ _  - ( r + z Y ^ t  ..
N.WV-^[5^ ^  e -
It is clear from this expression for Nx(t) that this model 
predicts the observed signals {double exponentxal) and the 
linear gas pressure dependence of the observed decay rates. 
The increase in the P - 0 intercept with increasing tempera­
ture for the long lifetime data (Figure 23) can be understood
iO 5
by including metastable quenching in this model. The ratio 
Y1 2 / Y21 is approximately 2 for the Kr data at T = 790°K, in 
rough agreement with this ratio calculated from detailed 
balancing (about 3).
Unfortunately, as the aP multiplet is a three level 
system, the model presented here cannot be used to obtain 
absolute mixing cross-sections for the 3P2 1 0 levels. However, 
the model is of value in that it describes the qualitative 
features of the data and strengths and argument that the 
mixing in He buffer gas was complete.
